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Subject: English

Term: 3

Topic Year 9 Macbeth

Week 1 Watch the plot summary of Macbeth

Week 2 Please log on to the website below to look at key
character descriptions:

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z347v4j/revisi
on/2

Read the following plot summary online
https://www.sparknotes.com/shakespeare/macbeth/s
ummary/

Subject: English

Term: 3

Topic: Year 9 Macbeth

Week 3 – Context 1
William Shakespeare wrote Macbeth in 1606 and it was performed at a time of
political tension. The current monarch was James I, who inherited the throne of
England after Queen Elizabeth I died. With Elizabeth having no children, her distant
cousin James was the next best claimant to the crown.
Many other members of the aristocracy felt they too had a good claim to the throne,
which meant James’ place as king was not always certain.
King James was a protestant – one of the reasons he was able to gain the crown –
despite his mother being a catholic. Catholics in England had hoped that James might
support them because of his family connections, but he did not. This led to a number
of conspiracies and plots being developed against him, including the infamous
Gunpowder Plot of 1605, just a year before Shakespeare wrote Macbeth.
Generally, many of the plays Shakespeare wrote during the Elizabethan era were very
positive such as A Midsummer Night’s Dream, but when James came to the throne he
brought with him political uncertainty, and this atmosphere is reflected in the more
menacing and darker plays Shakespeare wrote like Macbeth and Hamlet.
King James I was Scottish by birth and fascinated by his own family history. The play
‘Macbeth’ is based on real events from Scottish history and there was actually a King
Macbeth in Scotland. In real life, King Macbeth reigned from 1040 to 1057 and had
many successes as a king, whilst Duncan was actually a weak man who lacked respect
from the people of Scotland.
Shakespeare based many of his plays on ‘The Chronicles of Holinshed’. In this book,
Banquo is included but he is shown to be a traitor just like Macbeth and assists him in
the murder.
King James believed himself to be a descendant of Banquo’s (although we now know
he wasn’t), which may have affected the way Shakespeare showed Banquo on stage.

Week 4 – Context

The Jacobeans believed in the idea of a ‘Great Chain of Being’ The idea of this was that
God had created a hierarchy that everyone had to live by, which God at the top and the
King or Queen one place below Him. Therefore no one should want to become king
because it was a position chosen by God and no one else could choose it. To want to
become the monarch was therefore viewed as a sin and going against God.
King James very much believed in the concept of ‘divine right’ to rule. When a king or
queen is coronated, the ceremony makes them ‘divine’, in many ways like the Catholic
church’s Pope who is also seen to be divinely chosen and the ‘mouthpiece of God’ on
earth.
During the Elizabethan era, Shakespeare’s acting company was called the ‘Chamberlain’s
Men’, but during King James’ time they changed their name to the ‘King’s Men’. In many
ways, the play ‘Macbeth’ flatters and pleases King James. Think about what happens to
someone like Macbeth who goes against ‘divine rule’. Do you remember the line of kings
that stretches out ‘to the crack of doom’? If James believed himself to be a descendant of
Banquo then this implies many of his children would be king as well.
King James was very interested in the concept of an ‘ideal king’ and wrote about it in a
book called ‘Basilikon Doron’. In this he discussed how a king should be someone of
absolute integrity and someone who does their duty to both their country and God. In the
play, Malcolm seems to represent this ideal king, something King James would have been
fascinated by.
Furthermore, King James was intrigued by the supernatural, such as witches and ghosts,
and wrote a book called ‘Daemonologie’ about this. That the play is so packed full of the
supernatural is again possibly to interest the king. It is believed that King James himself
was involved in some witch trials up in North Berwick (near Scotland).

Subject: English

Term: 3

Topic: Year 9 Macbeth

Week 6 – Key Quotes

Week 5 – Key Quotes
Key Quote

Basic Point

Higher Point
Key Quote

“Is this a dagger
which I see before
me?”

Macbeth hallucinates a dagger on his
way to kill Duncan – he is loosing control
of his mental awareness.

The ‘dagger’ symbolises the violence and evil
within him. He is willing to use pain to achieve
his ambition.

“Will all great
Neptune’s ocean
wash this blood
clean”

Macbeth feels so guilty about killing
Duncan, he doesn’t believe there’s
enough water to clean him of the deed.

Symmetry in the image of water: Lady Macbeth
here dismisses Macbeth with “a little water
clears us” – but by the end she is the one calling
for more imaginary water to wash her hands
clean of her crimes.

“Bear-like”

Macbeth fights really bravely in the final
battle

Cyclical structure: Macbeth returns back to the
brave warrior we knew at the start.

“Unsex me”

Lady Macbeth doesn’t want to be a
woman so she can be free if the
innocence and purity expected of her
gender.

She doesn’t want to be a man either so she
doesn’t have to uphold honour – she’s
committing to evil. (And she’s comfortable with
the supernatural – asking the spirits to do it for
her)

.

Basic Point

Higher Point

“Wish’t they had
stayed”

Macbeth believes he can control the
supernatural – he is upset when the
witches go.

He depends on them for guidance. They
depend on him to use his ambition and their
riddles to make carnage.

“Approach thou
like the rugged
Russian bear”

Macbeth wants Banquo’s ghost to turn
into something physical so he is no
longer afraid of it.

Macbeth is trying to show he is masculine
enough to not be afraid, but the power of the
supernatural usurps the power of masculinity.

“His virtues will
plead like angels”

Macbeth knows it’s a bad thing to kill
Duncan.

Duncan is associated with the virtue and glory
of God & Heaven, whereas Macbeth’s rule is
characterised by the supernatural and evil.
The King is the head of the Great Chain of
Being, so deserves that comparison.

“Tears will drown”

Macbeth knows lots of people will be
upset when Duncan dies.

Macbeth prioritises his own ambition over the
harmony of the Great Chain of Being, and the
success and happiness of the Scottish society.

“Fair is foul and
foul is fair”

The witches think good is bad and bad
is good. They live to cause chaos.

The witches speak in rhyme and not in iambic
pentameter: they do not fit in with the
structural expectations of the play, just as they
don’t fit in our world.

“Look like the
innocent flower,
but be the serpent
under it”

Lady Macbeth wants Macbeth to trick
people before he kills the King.

Flower: Pure, innocent, attractive
Serpent: snake (betrayal), dangerous,
unpleasant.

“Dash’d the brains
out”

Lady Macbeth uses threats of violence
and taunts of cowardice to bully
Macbeth.

Lady Macbeth presents an image of not having
the motherly, womanly instincts expected of
the time.

“Out damned
spot!

Lady Macbeth looses control of her
mind; she can’t cope with the guilt and
shame.

The spot represents her actions; she played a
small role in comparison, but it had permanent
consequences.

“shame to wear a
heart so white”

Lady Macbeth mocks the cowardice of
Macbeth.

‘White’ implies there is a purity and innocence
in Macbeth: he’s a reluctant villain.

“I dare do all that
may become a
man; who dares do
more is none”

Macbeth is conscious his ruining his
own perception of his character.

Macbeth, correctly, believe it is the more
masculine thing to know when to be peaceful
and righteous – Lady Macbeth disagrees.

“Thunder,
lightening or rain”

Pathetic fallacy of the witches meeting
suggests mystery and evil.

A storm, like the witches, is a disturbance to the
natural order. They want to disrupt society and
the great chain of bing.

“We shall proceed
no further in this
business”

Macbeth tries to assert his masculinity
by telling Lady Macbeth they’ll stop
their plans to kill Duncan. He fails.

He calls it a ‘business’ – he’s detached from
the whole plan, he doesn’t feel a true part of
it. He doesn’t want to be a villain.

Subject: English

Term: 3

Topic Year 9 Macbeth - Tasks

Week 2 -

Week 1 -

.

Subject: English

Term: 3

Topic: Year 9 Macbeth - Tasks

Week 3 – Context 1
William Shakespeare wrote Macbeth in ……………and it was performed at a time of
………………... The current monarch was …………………., who inherited the throne of
England after ………………………. died. With Elizabeth having no children, her distant
cousin James was the next best claimant to the crown.
Many other members of the ………………………… felt they too had a good claim to the
throne, which meant James’ place as king was not always certain.
King James was a …………………… – one of the reasons he was able to gain the crown –
despite his mother being a ……………………….. Catholics in England had hoped that
James might support them because of his family connections, but he did not. This led
to a number of …………………………… and plots being developed against him, including
the infamous ……………………….., just a year before Shakespeare wrote Macbeth.
Generally, many of the plays Shakespeare wrote during the Elizabethan era were very
positive such as A Midsummer Night’s Dream, but when James came to the throne he
brought with him political ……………………, and this atmosphere is reflected in the more
menacing and darker plays Shakespeare wrote like Macbeth and Hamlet.
King James I was ……………………….by birth and fascinated by his own family history.
The play ‘Macbeth’ is based on real events from Scottish history and there was
actually a King Macbeth in Scotland. In real life, King Macbeth reigned from 1040 to
1057 and had many ………………… as a king, whilst Duncan was actually a weak man
who lacked ………………… from the people of Scotland.
Shakespeare based many of his plays on ……………………………. In this book, Banquo is
included but he is shown to be a traitor just like Macbeth and assists him in the
murder.
King James believed himself to be a descendant of Banquo’s (although we now know
he wasn’t), which may have affected the way Shakespeare showed Banquo on stage.

Week 4 – Context

The Jacobeans believed in the idea of a ‘………………………’ The idea of this was that God had
created a ……………………….that everyone had to live by, which God at the top and the King
or Queen one place below Him. Therefore no one should want to become king because it
was a position chosen by God and no one else could choose it. To want to become the
monarch was therefore viewed as a …………..and going against God.
King James very much believed in the concept of ‘……………………’ to rule. When a king or
queen is coronated, the ceremony makes them …………………. in many ways like the
Catholic church’s Pope who is also seen to be divinely chosen and the ……………………….’ on
earth.
During the Elizabethan era, Shakespeare’s acting company was called the ‘Chamberlain’s
Men’, but during King James’ time they changed their name to the ‘…………………….. In
many ways, the play ‘Macbeth’ …………………….and pleases King James. Think about what
happens to someone like Macbeth who goes against ‘divine rule’. Do you remember the
line of kings that stretches out ‘to the crack of doom’? If James believed himself to be a
descendant of Banquo then this implies many of his children would be king as well.
King James was very interested in the concept of an ‘ideal king’ and wrote about it in a
book called …………………... In this he discussed how a king should be someone of absolute
…………………… and someone who does their duty to both their country and God. In the
play, Malcolm seems to represent this ideal king, something King James would have been
fascinated by.
Furthermore, King James was intrigued by the …………………………., such as witches and
ghosts, and wrote a book called ‘………………………..’ about this. That the play is so packed
full of the supernatural is again possibly to interest the king. It is believed that King James
himself was involved in some ………………………….. up in North Berwick (near Scotland).

Subject: English

Term: 3

Topic: Year 9 Macbeth - Tasks

Week 6 – Key Quotes

Week 5 – Key Quotes
Key Quote

Basic Point

Higher Point
Key Quote

“Is this a dagger
which I see before
me?”

.

“Approach thou
like the rugged
Russian bear”

.

“His virtues will
plead like angels”

“Bear-like”

“Unsex me”

.

“Tears will drown”

.

“Fair is foul and
foul is fair”

“Dash’d the brains
out”

“Look like the
innocent flower,
but be the serpent
under it”

“Out damned
spot!

“Thunder,
lightening or rain”

Higher Point

“Wish’t they had
stayed”

“Will all great
Neptune’s ocean
wash this blood
clean”

“shame to wear a
heart so white”

Basic Point

‘

“I dare do all that
may become a
man; who dares do
more is none”
“We shall proceed
no further in this
business”

.

Subject: Maths 9(DAB) Higher

Term: 3

Topic: Fractions, ratio and percentages

Week 1: Writing and using ratios
A ratio is a way of comparing two or more quantities. You can simplify the
ratios to make them as small as possible. To do this, you will need to find
the highest common factor (HCF) of each quantity. We can also scale up a
ratio by multiplying each side by the same amount.

Week 2: Ratio and measures
We can use ratio to help us to convert between units of measure.

Example 1: To make orange paint Maria mixes yellow paint with red paint
in the ratio 3:1. She uses 4 tins of red paint. How many tins of yellow paint
does she use? Write down the ratio.

Example 2: Write the ratio in it’s simplest form
Example: Convert 8m to cm
1.5 has one decimal place, so multiply
both sides by 10 to get a whole number
5 is the HCF of 15 and 80

We can also use ratio to help us to
calculate exchanging currency.

Subject: Maths 9(DAB) Higher

Term: 3

Topic: Fractions, ratio and percentages

Week 3: Using proportion
We can use the unitary method to help us compare ratios. When we use the unitary method we can compare the best value for money of products or work
out how much of each ingredient is needed.
For example:

A proportion compares a part with a whole. When two things are in direct proportion, if one
value is zero so is the other. When one value doubles, so does the other. The two values will
always increase or decrease at the same rate (by multiplying or dividing). When two values
are in inverse proportion, one increases at the same rate as the other decreases. For
example, as one doubles, the other will half.

Subject: Maths 9(DAB) Higher

Term: 3

Topic: Fractions, ratio and percentages

Week 4: Percentages
Remember that a percentage is an amount out of 100. Therefore, when finding a percentage of an amount you can divide by 100 then
multiply by the percentage required. We can also turn the percentage in to a decimal, which gives us the decimal multiplier, to help us
to calculate percentage increase or decrease easier.

There are different types of interest that can be calculated. You can have simple interest or compound interest.
Simple interest is calculated based on the original
amount invested. It is the same each year

Compound interest is calculated based on the amount at then end of
the previous year. So the amount of interest added will be different
year after year.

Subject: Maths 9(DAB) Higher

Term: 3

Topic: Fractions, ratio and percentages

Week 5: Fractions, decimals and percentages

It is important to recall the methods to convert between
fractions, decimals and percentages. You can see examples of
some methods below to convert between FDP.
You should also know some of the common conversions
between fractions, decimals and percentages.

Subject: Maths 9(DAB) Higher

Term: 3

Topic: Fractions, ratio and percentages

Week 6: Recurring decimals

We can convert between recurring decimals and fractions using the algebraic method shown below.

Subject: Maths 9 Foundation

Term: 3

Topic: Fractions and Data

Week 1: Adding and Subtracting Fractions
Week 2: Converting Fractions

When you add or subtract fractions which have different
denominators use equivalent fractions to change each
fraction so that the denominators are the same
1
2
5
8
13
Worked Example: + =
+
=
4
5 20
20 20
Always check to see if you can simplify (cancel down)
your answer.

Fractions of amounts

To compare fractions you need to
change each of them to an equivalent
fraction with the same denominator.

Subject: Maths 9 Foundation

Term: 3

Week 3: Multiplying and Dividing
Fractions

Topic: Fractions and Data

Week 4: Fractions, Decimals and
Percentages

Subject: Maths 9 Foundation

Term: 3

Week 5: Stem and Leaf diagrams
A stem and leaf diagram shows numerical data
split into a ‘stem’ and a ‘leaves’.

When we have two sets of data we can draw a back
to back stem and leaf diagram
To find the
median you need
to cross off the
largest and
smallest values in
pairs until you
have just the
median value left.

Topic: Fractions and Data
Week 6: Pie Charts
A pie chart is a
circle divided
into sectors.
Each sector
represents a
different set of
data

Subject: Science

Term: 3

Topics Covered
Physics – Molecules and matter
Code

Topic: Year 9 Physics – Molecules and matter
6.1 Density

The density of substance is defined as its mass per unit
volume. It has the unit of kilogram per cubic metre,
kg/m3

Topic

P6.1

Density

P6.2

States of matter

P6.3

Changes of state

P6.4

Internal energy

P6.5

Specific latent heat

P6.6

Gas pressure and temperature

Remember you can use Kerboodle to help you
revise from the textbook.

Week 1

𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒚, 𝝆 =

6.2 States of matter

Week 1

𝒎𝒂𝒔𝒔, 𝒎 (𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠, 𝑘𝑔)
𝒗𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒎𝒆, 𝑽 (𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠 3 , 𝑚3 )
A substance can change from on state to another, changes of state are
examples of physical changes because no new substances are
produced.
Conservation of mass is when the
mass of the substance is conserved
when it changes state.

Measuring the density of a solid object
To measure the mass of the object you use an electronic
balance.
To find the volume of a regular solid, measure its
dimensions using the most appropriate ruler and then
use the equation above.
Measuring the density of a liquid
Use a measuring cylinder to measure the volume of a
liquid.
Measure the mass of an empty beaker using a balance.
Remove the beaker from the balance and pour the liquid
from the measuring cylinder into the beaker. Use the
balance again to measure the total mass of the beaker
and the liquid. You can calculate the mass of the liquid by
subtracting the mass of the empty beaker from the total
mass of the beaker and the liquid.

Kinetic theory of matter is the idea of
how and why particles move in
different states of matter.

6.3 Changes of state

Week 2

Melting and boiling points are the temperatures at which a substance
turns from a solid to a liquid, then liquid to gas.
Freezing and condensing points
are the temperatures at which a
substance turns from liquid to
solid and gas to liquid.
Changing state is all to do with
particles in a state gaining or
losing energy.

Subject: Science

Term: 3

Topic: Year 9 Physics – Molecules and matter

6.4 Internal energy

Week 2

Week 2

6.5 Specific latent heat

The energy stored by the particles of a substance is called the substance’s internal
energy. This is the energy of the particles that is caused by their individual motion and
positions. Internal energy of the particles is the sum of:
• The kinetic energy they have due to their individual motions relative to each other,
and
• The potential energy they have due to their individual positions relative to each other

Specific latent heat of fusion LF, of a substance is the energy needed to change the state of
1 kg of a substance from a solid to a liquid.

Comparing the particles in solids, liquids and gases
In a solid, particles are arranged in a 3D structure
• Strong forces of attraction
• Each particle vibrates in a fixed position
• When heated the particles’ energy stores increase and they vibrate more. Enough
heat causes melting and the molecules break away.

Specific latent heat of vaporisation LV, of a substance is the energy needed to change the
state of 1 kg of a substance from a liquid to vapour

In a liquid, the forces of attraction are weaker so
• The forces of attraction are strong enough to stop the particles moving away from
each other completely at the surface
• When a liquid is heated some particles gain enough energy to break away from the
surface
In a gas, the forces of attraction are so weak they are insignificant
• The particles move at high speeds in random directions

𝑺𝒑𝒆𝒄𝒊𝒇𝒊𝒄 𝒍𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒏𝒕 𝒉𝒆𝒂𝒕 𝒐𝒇 𝒇𝒖𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏, 𝑳𝑭 (

𝐽
𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦, 𝐸 (𝒋𝒐𝒖𝒍𝒆𝒔, 𝑱)
)=
𝑘𝑔
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠, 𝑚 (𝒌𝒊𝒍𝒐𝒈𝒓𝒂𝒎, 𝒌𝒈)

𝑺𝒑𝒆𝒄𝒊𝒇𝒊𝒄 𝒍𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒏𝒕 𝒉𝒆𝒂𝒕 𝒐𝒇 𝒗𝒂𝒑𝒐𝒓𝒊𝒔𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏, 𝑳𝑽 (

6.6 Gas pressure and temperature

𝐽
𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦, 𝐸 (𝒋𝒐𝒖𝒍𝒆𝒔, 𝑱)
)=
𝑘𝑔
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠, 𝑚 (𝒌𝒊𝒍𝒐𝒈𝒓𝒂𝒎, 𝒌𝒈)

Week 2

Increasing the temperature of any sealed gas container increases the pressure of the gas
inside it. This is because:
• The energy transferred to the gas when its heated increases the kinetic energy of its
molecules. So the average kinetic energy of the gas molecules increases when the
temperature of the gas is increased.
• The average speed of the molecules
increase when the kinetic energy increases,
and the molecules on average hit the container
surfaces with more force and more often.
So the pressure of the gas increases.

Subject: Science

Term: 3

4.1 Relative masses and moles

Topic: Year 9 Chemistry – Chemical calculations
Week 3

Instead of using actual masses of atoms, we use relative masses
(compared with Carbon which has a mass of exactly 12).
Relative atomic mass (Ar) – The average mass of an atom of an
element compared to Carbon-12.
Relative formula mass (Mr) – The total of the relative atomic masses
of a substance (added up in the ratio shown in the chemical).
Examples:
H2O
(Ar Hydrogen = 1, Ar Oxygen = 16)
Mr = (2 x 1) + 16
= 18

Al2O3
(Ar Aluminium = 27, Ar Oxygen = 16)
Mr = (2 x 27) + (3 x 16)
= 102

Mole – The amount of substance in the relative atomic or formula
mass of a substance in grams.
Avogadro constant – The number of atoms, or ions in a mole of any
substance (6.02 x 1023 per mol)
Calculating moles
Number of moles = mass (g) / Ar
Or
Number of moles = mass (g) / Mr
Examples
Q: How many moles of
helium atoms are there
in 0.02g of helium?
A: Moles = Mass / Ar
= 0.02 / 4
= 0.005 moles

Q: How many moles of sulphuric acid are
there in 19.6g of sulphuric acid (H2SO4)?
A: Mr of H2SO4 = (2x1) + 32 + (4x16)
Moles = Mass / Mr
= 19.6 / 98
= 0.2 moles

4.2 Equations and calculations
Chemical equations tell us how reactants
combine to form products.
Balanced equations tell us the number of
atoms of each elements present in the
reactants and products.
These number of atoms in the reactants
and products must be the same.
Example: H2 + Cl2  HCl
Not balanced
H2 + Cl2  2HCl
Balanced
We can use balanced symbol equations
to calculate the masses of reactants and
products in a chemical reaction.

Week 3

Subject: Science

Term: 3

Week 3
4.3 From masses to balancing equations
You can deduce balanced equations from the masses
of substances involved in a chemical reaction.

Topic: Year 9 Chemistry – Chemical calculations
4.3 Cont..

Week 3

The reactant that gets used up first in a reaction is called
the limiting reactant. This is the reactant that is NOT in
excess.
This then means, the amounts of products formed in a
chemical reaction are determined by the limiting
reactants.

4.6 Expressing concentrations

Week 3

The concentration of a solution can be calculated using
the equation below. You may need to concert volumes
from cm3 to dm3 (dividing by 1000).

To calculate the mass of solute in a certain volume of
solution of known concentration:
1. Calculate the mass (g) of the solute in 1dm3 (1000
cm3) of solution.
2. Calculate the mass (g) of solute in 1cm3 of solution.
3. Calculate the mass (g) of solute there is in the given
volume of the solution.
A more concentrated solution has more solute in the
same volume of solution than a less concentrated
solution

Subject: Science

Term: 3

Topics Covered
Biology – Organisation and the digestive system
Code

Topic

B3.1

Tissues and organs

B3.2

The human digestive system

B3.3

The chemistry of food

B3.4

Catalysts and enzymes

B3.5

Factors affecting enzymes

B3.6

How the digestive system works

B3.7

Making digestion efficient

B4.1

The blood

B4.2

The blood vessels

B4.3

The heart

B4.4

Helping the heart

Remember you can use Kerboodle to help you
revise from the textbook.

Topic: Year 9 Biology - Organisation and the digestive system
3.1 Tissues and organs

Week 4

During the development of an multicellular organism
cells differentiate, which means they change so that
they can do a particular job.
A tissue is a group of cells with similar structure and
function working together. E.g. muscle tissue is made
up of muscle cells.
An organ is a collection of tissues, each one can
contains several different tissues to perform
a particular function, e.g. the stomach:

3.2 The human digestive system
The function of the
digestive system is to
break food down into
molecules that can be
absorbed into the
blood stream so that
they can be
transported around
the body to where
they are needed.
Enzymes are biological
catalysts that speed
up the break down of
food molecules.

3.3 The chemistry of food
An organ system is when a groups of organs work
together to perform a specific function, e.g. the
digestive system needs the stomach, large intestines,
small intestines, etc.

Week 4

Week 5

Carbohydrates provide us with fuel that makes all of the other
reactions in our bodies possible. Carbohydrates are made from carbon,
hydrogen and oxygen. Carbohydrates are made up of sugars, the most
well known is glucose, C6H12O6. Theses everyday “sugars” are known as
simple sugars.
Lipids are oils and fate and are the most efficient energy store in your
body. Lipids are made from 3 molecules of fatty acids to make a
molecules of glycerol.
Proteins are used form building cells and tissues and are made up of
long chains called amino acids.

Subject: Science
3.4 Catalysts and enzymes

Term: 3
Week 5

Catalysts are enzymes that can speed up chemical
reactions but it is not used in the reaction. This means a
catalyst can be used again and again and again.
We have several catalysts in our bodies called enzymes,
which help speed up the process of digestion.
Enzymes are large protein molecules. The shape of an
enzyme is vital to its function. The chains are folded to
produce a molecule with the active site. An active site is
has a unique shape so it can bind to a specific substrate
molecule.

Topic: Year 9 Biology - Organisation and the digestive system
3.5 Factors affecting enzymes

Week 5

How well an enzyme can break
down its substrate depends on
several factors. Two of the main
factors are temperature and pH.
The graph shows the effect of
temperature on the rate of a
reaction where an enzyme is
involved. You will see that it works
best between at certain
temperature. Note this temperature is that of the human body. Any
hotter and the enzyme denatures. Therefore the enzyme can no longer
work.
This denaturing can also occur when the pH isn’t right for that enzyme.

3.6 How the digestive system works
Enzymes do not change a reaction in any way, they just
make it happen faster. Enzymes, therefore, control the
metabolism.

Week 5

Digestive enzymes are different to most enzymes in your bodies. Most
enzymes work inside the cells, whereas digestive enzymes work outside
the cells.
Carbohydrase
Carbohydrate
Glucose

Amylase is an example of an enzyme that can catalyse the digestion of
carbohydrates.
Protein
Lipids

Protease

Lipase

Amino acids

glycerol + fatty acids

3.7 Making digestion efficient

Week 5

We need to keep pH constant in our bodies in
particular places, this is so that digestion and
other bodily functions can work correctly.
To do this we needs to change the pH in our
digestive system.
For protein to be digested it needs an acidic pH.
Your stomach produces a concentrated solution
of hydrochloric acid and this allows protease
enzymes to work effectively. Due to this acidic
pH, the stomach also releases mucus to protect
the stomach lining from the acid.
Once the food leaves the stomach it enters the
small intestines, here we need enzymes made by
the pancreas that prefer an alkaline pH. To do
this the liver makes an alkali liquid called bile.
Bile is stored in the gall bladder until needed.
When food is released into the small intestines
from the stomach the bile neutralises the acid
and provides an alkaline environment for
digestion to continue.

Subject: Science
4.1 The blood

Term: 3

Topic: Year 9 Biology - Organisation and the digestive system
Week 6

4.3 The heart

Week 6

The blood is made up of a liquid called the plasma. This plasma carried red blood
cell, white blood cells and platelets.
Plasma transports all of your blood cells and other substances around your body
such as; carbon dioxide to the lungs, urea (from the breakdown of proteins) to
the kidneys to be turned into urine and soluble products of digestion.
Red-blood cells pick up oxygen from your lungs and carry it to the cells. Red
blood cells are good at their job because they are biconcave discs so they have a
high surface area to volume ratio. They have lots of haemoglobin that binds to
the oxygen and no nucleus to make room for haemoglobin.
White-blood cells have a nucleus and are part of the body’s defence system.
Some white blood cells (lymphocytes) form antibodies against microorganisms,
some form antitoxins against poisons and some (phagocytes) engulf and digest
bacteria and viruses.
Platelets have no nucleus and are important to help the blood clot.

4.2 The blood vessels
There are three types of blood vessels;
1. Arteries – carry blood away from
the heart
2. Veins – carry blood away from
organs to your heart.
3. Capillaries – link arteries and veins.

Our bodies have a double Week 6
circulatory system. One transport
system carries blood from your
heart to your lungs and back. The
other transport system carries blood
from your heart to all other organs
of your body and back again.

4.4 Helping the heart

Week 6

Hearth valves have to withstand a lots of pressure. Overtime they
may leak or become stiff. People who suffer this may become
breathless and without treatment, will eventually die. Doctors
can operate and replace faulty valves.
Pacemakers can be used to solve the problem of the heart beating out of rhythm. The pacemaker
sends and electrical signal to the heart to stimulate it and make it beat more regularly.
Artificial hearts are temporary but can support your natural heart until it is replaced. By 2015 almost
1500 people had an artificial heat sustaining their lives. Most of these patients have to stay in hospital
until a transplant is found. Sometimes artificial hearts can be used to give diseased hearts a rest so
that they can recover.

Subject: Geography

Term: 3

Topic: The urban world

Week 1- The challenges of squatter
settlements
Squatter camps
Hundreds of immigrants arrive in Rio each day. Many come looking for work and a better
life than that available in rural Brazil. They often squat on unused, often unsafe land.
Here new arrivals to the city build their own houses out of basic materials such as
tarpaulin, scrap wood and corrugated iron. Squatter camps are located on areas of land
which the population neither own nor rent. These settlements are illegal and are
therefore not catered for by the government. Therefore there is no electricity, no rubbish
collection, no schools and no hospitals.
The houses in these settlements have no basic amenities such as running water or toilets
so there are high incidences of diseases such as cholera and dysentery.
Favelas
Favelas are found on the edges of Rio, close to industry where people look for work. Many
are in the steep hills around the city as it is the only available land to build on within the
city limits.
Rocinha is the largest favela in Brazil. It is located in the southern zone of the city. It is built
on a steep hillside overlooking the city. It is home to between 60,000 to 150,000 people.
Favelas like Rocinha usually offer better standards of living than squatter camps as they
have been improved over time. Standpipes provide running water. Unpaved roads are
usually present and there may be some shared toilets available. Some residents may have
used skills to earn money. Some use their homes as shops, or to provide services such as
hairdressers. Although these favelas have been improved, they still have many of the same
problems as the squatter camps such as overcrowding, disease and extreme poverty.
In Rio, more than 1.2 million people live in the favelas on less than £1 per day. The
residents lack access to the most basic public services, such as health care, education, and
space for recreation. Infant mortality rates are high in favelas, 50 per 1000 compared to a
national rate of 15 per 1000.
There are high incidences of malnutrition, diarrhoea and other diseases. Organised crime
and gang violence are also common. Unemployment rates are high and many people work
in the informal, poorly paid sector.

Week- 1 -Managing the growth of

squatter settlements
Sustainable strategies to improve the quality of life in the favelas
In the 1990s, the Favela Bairro Project was set up to help improve life in the favelas and
upgrade them rather than demolish them, as has happened in other locations. This work
has been carried out with government funding to provide facilities like electricity, sewage
systems, rubbish collection and public transport.

Self-help schemes have also been supported. Here, local residents are provided with
building materials like concrete blocks and cement in order to replace home-made
shelters with permanent dwellings. These are often three or four storeys high, and with
water, electricity and sewage systems installed.
Legal rights such as granting the favela residents rights to own their own properties. Low
rents have also been offered.
Transport systems have been extended to include the favelas to give residents the
opportunity to travel to work in the city centre and industrial areas.
Law and order has been improved in the favelas by trying to rid these areas of crime and
drug abuse. Several large favelas have been improved in this way through federal
'Pacification Programmes'.
New towns like Barra da Tijuca, built 20 kilometres along the coastline, have been built to
relocate some residents from city favelas.

Subject: Geography

Term: 3

Topic: The urban world

Week 2- Urban change in the UK
Distribution of population
If you know the physical geography of the UK you will have a good understanding
of population distribution in the UK. The relief (shape of the land) has a significant
impact on the distribution of the population. Low land areas tend to be densely
populated whereas upland areas have a low population density. Most urban areas
have developed in low land areas because they are easier to build on and have
favourable climates e.g. Birmingham.

Week 2- Bristol – A Major City in the UK
The Importance of Bristol in the UK
• Largest city in the South West
• Population 450,000
• Grew as a trading port in the 18th century
• Docks are now outside Bristol at Avonmouth and Portbury.
• Huge container ports where 700,000 cars are imported a year.

The physical geography
of the UK can help to
explain its population
distribution
Upland areas, such as northern Scotland, tend to be sparsely populated because
they are difficult to build on and the climate is often cold and wet. Also, these
areas are difficult to farm and lack natural resources.
Some coastal locations have a high population density. This is particularly the case
close to estuaries because harbours can be constructed. In the past, this enabled
the fishing industry to develop along with ports being established to enable trading
to occur.
Urban areas have also developed where there are large reserves of natural
resources. This includes iron ore and coal e.g. Newcastle and Leeds.
Population density is high in the south-east of England, due to the favourable
climate and proximity to the capital city of the UK, London. The city has many
industries and is a global financial centre.

The Importance of Bristol in the wider world:
• Strategic position on the M4 corridor with good road and rail links to London
and ferry services to Europe.
• Bristol airport links to major European centres and the USA. Good for business,
study and tourism.
• Post industrial city based on global industries like financial and business
services, defence, aerospace, Hi-tech, media.
• High levels of inward investment including FDI in manufacturing (Airbus,
BMW) finance and hi-tech industries.
• Bristol University/UWE attract global students providing graduates for
professional, managerial and knowledge based jobs.

Subject: Geography

Term: 3

Topic: The urban world

Week 3- What impact did migration
have on Bristol?
Impacts of national migration on the growth and character of the city
. are 50,000 students studying in Bristol across the two universities. 80% of
There
these are UK students, the majority of which will have migrated from other parts
of the UK.
40,000 extra young people alters the character of the city as students tend to live
in certain parts of the city (such as White Ladies Road, and Clifton). This alters
Bristol’s demographic and the types of shops and services present. Many stay after
graduating causing the city to grow.
Impacts of international migration on the growth and character of the city
Bristol has experienced influxes of economic migrants throughout its history. This
has led to the population of Bristol being quite ethnically diverse compared to
other cities in the UK, altering the character of the city.
It is not an even picture though as migrants from different origin countries tend to
live and work in particular areas. Across all the different wards in Bristol, the
average % of the population who belong to a black or ethnic minority (BME) group
is 16%.
For an area of Bristol called Easton however, this figure rises to 37.9%. This alters
the character of Easton as thing like the high street change as shops and services
spring up to cater for the large Somali population there.
Many migrants from the Caribbean have settled in St Pauls, which has had an
impact on the area’s cultural identity. Their Carnival celebrates Bristol’s large AfroCaribbean population and attracts 40,000 people each year.

Week 3- Urban change in Bristol
How has Bristol changed?
Bristol has is changing and this has brought some opportunities in a postindustrial economy such as the UK.
Historical background
In the early 19th century the trade passing through Bristol started to outgrow
the tidal docks on the River Avon in the town centre.
At low tide no ships could move in or out of Bristol. As a result Brunel built
the ‘new cut’, essentially a new river channel that bypassed the town centre.
This allowed a ‘floating harbour’ to be created in the town centre where the
water level could be kept permanently at high tide.
Eventually the docks were too small and in 1977 they closed with operations
moving to Avonmouth. The shift towards a post-industrial economy did
create huge challenges for Bristol as many people were left unemployed.
Opportunities
Bristol lost its function as a port and its traditional industries closed, but it
also created opportunities as empty cigarette, sherry and beer warehouses
have been transformed in to waterside living, office space and recreation
from the 1980s onwards.

Subject: Geography

Term: 3

Topic: The urban world

Week 4- Social and economic opportunities in
Bristol
Cultural Mix
Bristol’s youthful population means there is a vibrant underground music scene with
genres such as drum and bass and trip hop both emerging from Bristol through artists
such as Roni Size and Massive Attack.
Due to in-migration, Bristol’s population is also very ethnically diverse meaning there
is a wide variety of food and drink on offer in the city that can not be
found in more rural areas or cities less of a cultural mix.
This is visible somewhere like Wapping Wharf and Cargo or in areas like Easton or
Stokes Croft. This cultural mix has also led to nationally recognized events such as the
St Pauls Carnival attended by 40,000/year.

Recreation and Entertainment
Bristol has a range of music & entertainment venues ranging from the Thekla on the
waterfront to the 02 Academy or Colston Hall. The Thekla is also visited as part of
‘Banksy Graffiti tours’. His street art attracts many visitors to the city.
The harbourside contains museums such as the M-Shed, SS Great Britain and We
the Curious (Bristol’s science museum for children). It also boasts art galleries such
as the Arnol Fini and independent cinemas such as the Watershed.
In the summer there is the 3 day Bristol Harbour festival which attracts 300,000
visitors per year. There are more festivals away from the water such as the annual
Balloon Fiesta at Ashton Court. Also away from the waterfront, the Ashton gate
stadium not only hosts Bristol City football club but is also an entertainment venue
that can be hired out for private functions such as weddings.
Shopping is a growing leisure activity and Cabot Circus, a new Mall built in the
centre of town in 2008 at a cost of £500million has a large sphere of influence,
attracting people from far & wide. In winter, Broadmead hosts a Christmas market
which attracts visitors from the whole region.

Week 4- Social and economic
opportunities
Employment –
in a post-industrial city The majority of Bristol’s population now work in tertiary and
quaternary industries and in 2015 it’s unemployment rate was below the national
average. Hi-tech industries have a been a big growth area with 50 micro-electronic
businesses in the city. It is home to global companies like Aardman Animations
(Wallace &Gromit) & Toshiba.
Hi-tech businesses are attracted because: Bristol received a government grant of
£100m to become a ‘Super-connected City’ with high speed broadband; it has a
strategic location on the M4/M5 interchange; has close links to the two universities.
In Filton, the Defence Procurement Agency or DPA (an MOD site employing 10,000
people by supplying the army, navy and airforce with everything they need). The large
number of people employed there has led to urban sprawl with new housing areas
such as Bradley Stoke emerging with a population of 21,000. This shows how
economic development leads to urban change.
Bristol is also the centre of the Aerospace industry with 14/15 of the main global
aircraft companies found there such as Rolls Royce and Airbus. This has had a positive
multiplier effect as supply chains grew in the region to supply these hi-tech firms.
Integrated Transport Systems
As people no longer need to live near where they work in a post-industrial city, more
and more people commute to work. This leads to traffic congestion and in 2012,
Bristol was the 2nd most congested city in the UK.
Today, Bristol has a higher % of people walking or cycling than any other city (57%) and
it aims to double the number of cyclists by 2020. This is being achieved through an
integrated transport system (ITS), linking different forms of public transport. The ITS
has several elements to it, such as Metrobus; a Bus Rapid Transport Network linking
the station with the city’s Park n Ride sites. The idea is to Reduce congestion by
making public transport more attractive, so more people choose to leave their cars at
home. Bristol’s Cycling Strategy aims to encourage cycling in the city and improve the
safety of cyclists.

Subject: Geography

Term: 3

Topic: The urban world

Week 5- environmental opportunities
Environmental Opportunities
As Bristol transitioned to a post-industrial economy, there came opportunities to
plan a more sustainable city. In 2015 Bristol became the first UK city to be awarded
status as a European Green Capital. This involved the following:

Week 6- What are the social
challenges?
How urban change has created challenges:
We have already seen how Bristol’s transition to a post-industrial economy has
brought opportunities, but also brought challenges. When the docks closed in 1977,
many people were left unemployed as Bristol lost its function as a port and its
traditional industries closed. Many areas were left in a poor environmental state
but it also created a stark social divide in the city with high levels of deprivation and
inequality.

Social Deprivation = The extent to which an individual or area lacks
services, decent housing, adequate income and employment
Urban Greening:
The process of increasing and preserving open space in urban areas e.g. public
parks and gardens
As part of Bristol becoming a European Green capital, every primary school pupil in
the city planted a tree to improve the city’s green coverage. This is urban greening
in action. 1/3 of Bristol is open space and 90% of the population live within 350m
of parkland or water ways.
Queens Square was once a dual carriageway but is now an open space with cycle
routes. The idea is to protect this green space and add to it.
There are 8 nature reserves and 300 parks in Bristol. One way to increase the
provision is by making it a planning requirement. For example a new housing
development at Portbury Wharf was only allowed by the council on the condition
that the neighbouring area was made in to a nature reserve. This provides habitat
for wildlife, but is also good for people’s health as access to green space is good for
people’s physical and mental well-being. Bristol has a target of having 30% of the
city covered in trees

Like many cities, Bristol has a wide range of social issues and imbalances. Lack of
investment in some areas leads to deprivation. Two contrasting areas are Filwood,
(in the 10% most deprived wards of the UK according to the map on the first page
of this case study) and Stoke Bishop, (in the 10% least deprived wards in the UK).
These two contrasting wards of Bristol are only 4km apart yet the inequality is huge.
Life Expectancy in Filwood is 78 and Stoke Bishop 83.
Essentially, the life chances of children born in Stoke Bishop are much higher with
direct links between wealth, health, educational achievement and employability.
For children in Filwood it is a different story. The challenge for the council is to not
let children be disadvantaged because of where they are born.

Video: Filwood – an area of high levels of social deprivation:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8O3QSbZAtJs
Stoke Bishop – an area with little deprivation:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xWf2jNoEaPA

Subject: History

Term: 3 and 4

Topic: The Holocaust

Week 8-11

Week 1-7
Key concept 1: What was the Holocaust?

Key question 4: What happened to the survivors?
The Holocaust was the systematic extermination of 6 million Jews at the hand of SS
killing squads and extermination/ concentration camps.
The Holocaust was the culmination of anti-Jewish measures in Germany, which can be
categorised in the rough time frame
1.
Anti-Jewish Laws 1933-1936 (see e.g. Nuremberg Race Laws)
2.
Physical actions against Jews, especially the Night of Broken Glass 1937-1940
3.
The systematic persecution and deportation of Jews 1941-1945

Some people survived the horrors of the camps and lived to tell their stories. Elie
Wiesel for example, wrote many books about his experiences. Primo Levi, Eva Kor
and Arek Hersh also explained what happened to them and it is through these
accounts that he have a detailed understanding of life in the camps today.
One famous account of a Jewish child under Nazi occupation is Anne Frank, who
perished in Bergen –Belsen camp in 1945, just before the British liberation.
Sadly, many people never got to tell their stories and we are still trying to understand
what the experiences of some prisoner categories, for example ‘asocial’ prisoners,
‘homosexual’ prisoners, women accused of lesbian conduct, Sinti and Roma and many
others, were.

Key Question 2: What led to the Holocaust?
Hitler became chancellor of Germany on 30th January 1933. His main aims were: an
master Aryan race, a united German Reich, Lebensraum, Anti- Communism and
Anschluss with Austria.
He used propaganda, terror and many other methods to make the German people comply
with his views.

Key question 5: What happened after World War 2?

.

Germany lost the war and was divided into four occupational zones ruled by
Britain, USA, USSR and France.
The victorious allied did, however, not always get along and the Cold War
developed.
Key events include the Berlin Blockade and the Cuban Missile Crisis.

Key question 3: What was life like in a Nazi camp?
What life was like in a camp depended greatly on what type of camp one had been
deported to.
Concentration camps were essentially work camps, which ‘concentrated’ a number
prisoners in one place. The work was hard, the food was sparse and many people died
from the conditions and illnesses. The first concentration camp was Dachau in 1933.
The prisoners were categorised into various triangle categories to aid their
identification.
Death/ extermination camps developed much later and served only one purpose, that
of mass killing. Six such camps were established in Poland, the best known one was
Auschwitz- Birkenau, where over 1 million Jews died.

Further reading and research:

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zkfk7ty/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zn8sgk7/revision/2
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/4W3yzYG6DzPBH08Ld0H9L9j/six
-stories-of-children-who-survived-the-holocaust
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z3h9mnb/revision/1

Subject: Philosophy and Ethics/ RS

Term: 3 and 4 Topic: Religion, War and Peace

Week 8-11

Week 1-7
Key question 1: What are Christian views on violence and war?

Key question 3: So what does this look like in action?

Christians generally believe that ‘You shall not murder’,
a teaching which forms part of the Ten Commandments in the
Old Testament of the Bible. This teaching is repeated in the
teaching of Jesus in the New Testament, for example when
he states that ‘those who live by the sword, die by the sword’.

Many Christians have fought for peace over the years and they have also tried to bring
about social justice. Examples of this are Martin Luther King, Mother Teresa and
Liberation Theologians in South-America, such as Oscar Romero and Camillo Torres. The
current pope Frances spent most of his career in South America and was involved in
Liberation Theology.

Christians may agree with war if it is a Just War. The Just War
theory was developed by St Thomas Aquinas and it aims to help Christians to decide
whether they go to war or not, in case they find themselves in this situation. A Just
War meets certain criteria to make it just (=fair), for example that civilian lives are
ideally spared or that only necessary force is used.

Coventry Cathedral has become a centre for truth and reconciliation (when two sides
come back together after a disagreement). Coventry was heavily bombed in World War II
and the city decided to pursue a path of peace rather than revenge. The ruins of the old
cathedral, hit by a Nazi bomb, stands as a reminder for the constant need to work for
peace.

Modern war has made the application of the Just War theory very difficult (see
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, drone warfare, Iraq war)

Christians may also agree with a Holy War, a war fought with God on their side. A
religious leader may have proclaimed this war, for example in the Crusades.

Key question 2: What are Christian views on peace?

Christians generally always believe that peace is preferable to war. They use
teachings such as ‘blessed are the peacemakers’ to back up this viewpoint.
Christians work to promote peace, not only in their communities, but around the world.
They support the work of the United Nations and other peace keeping organisations.
Many Christians are pacifists, which means they only agree with peaceful means of solving
a conflict.

.

Further reading and research

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zbygjxs/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zfnv87h/revision/9
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zrvrq6f/revision/2
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z2fymsg/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/christianity/beliefs/liberationtheology.sht
ml
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p00t2fmg/p00t2g8g

Subject: Spanish (Y9)

Terms: 3 & 4

Topic: Viva AQA GCSE; Módulo 2: Mi Vida en el Insti Theme 3- Current and Future Study and Employment

Term 3 Week 3 & 4 -

Term 3 Week 1 & 2 •
•
•
•

Talking about different school subjects
Describing school facilities
Explaining opinions and reasons about subjects
Varying adjectives for school subjects

This is CORE vocabulary for this topic.
Me gusta(n)
Me chifla(n)
Me flipa(n)
Me mola(n)
Me encanta(n)
No me gusta(n) Odio

•
•
•
•

Talking about your school studies
Discussing different teachers and subjects
Justifying opinions and using a range of language
Comparing things together

This is CORE vocabulary for this topic.

COMPARISON SENTENCES!
El español es más interesante
que el inglés
La educación fisica es menos
aburrido que el teatro
.... ES más/menos ____ que .....
THING is more/lesson ADJECTIVE than THING

.

https://quizlet.com/19385
1796/aqa-gcse-spanishviva-higher-module-2-flashcards/

https://quizlet.com/193851796
/aqa-gcse-spanish-viva-highermodule-2-flash-cards/

www.conjuguemos.com is a really useful website to practise verbs and endings 

Subject: Spanish (Y9)

Terms: 3 & 4

Topic: Viva AQA GCSE; Módulo 2: Mi Vida en el Insti Theme 3- Current and Future Study and Employment

Term 3 GENERAL REVISION

Term 3 Week 5 & 6 •
•
•
•
•

Talking about different school rules
This is CORE vocabulary for this topic.
Discussing different school uniform
Using phrases followed by the infinitive https://quizlet.com/193851796/aqa-gcse-spanish-vivaUsing negative structures
higher-module-2-flash-cards/
Comparing past and present

Amarillo/a YELLOW
Blanco/a WHITE
Negro/a BLACK
Rojo/a RED
Morado/a PURPLE
Naranja ORANGE
Rosa PINK
Azul BLUE
Verde GREEN
Gris GREY
Marrón BROWN
Oscuro/claro DARK / LIGHT

www.conjuguemos.com
www.quizlet.com
www.linguascope.com
www.memrise.com

.

Estoy de acuerdo I AGREE
¡Qué va! NO WAY!
¡Qué horror! HOW AWFUL!
¡Qué bien! HOW GREAT!

DON’T FORGET KEY PREVIOUS MODULES
TOO... WE HAVE COVERED 1 MODULE SO FARBE SURE TO PRACTISE IT. LAS VACACIONES
LITTLE AND OFTEN! MAKE YOUR LIFE AS EASY
AS POSSIBLE NOW...

KEY GRAMMAR POINTS WE HAVE
LEARNT...
• Present Tense Grammar
• Preterite Tense (Past- Completed
Actions)
• Near Future Tense (Future- I am going
to go, We are going to visit)

 Create flash cards
 Practise module vocabulary using
Knowledge Maps and Vocabulary Lists
per day
 Use online resources to practise
 Create vocabulary revision posters and
you can colour code the words you know
 Test your friends & get your family to
test you
 Little and Often is key
 Attend support sessions/Ask for support
sessions BE PROACTIVE!
 Don’t give up- even if you find it tough!
KEEP GOING! YOU CAN DO IT! 

Subject: Spanish (Y9)

Terms: 3 & 4

Topic: Viva AQA GCSE; Módulo 2: Mi Vida en el Insti Theme 3- Current and Future Study and Employment

Term 4 Week 1 & 2 • Talking about problems in school
• Varying topic vocabulary
• Using a variety of new verbs

This is CORE
vocabulary for this
topic.

Term 4 Week 3 & 4 -

This is CORE vocabulary for this topic.
BURLARSE to make
fun of something
SUFRIR to suffer
TENER to have
TENER MIEDO to
be afraid of
QUERER to want

• Talking your school day
• Using different transports
• Practising times

•
•
•
•

Talking about what you are going to do
This is CORE vocabulary for this topic.
Explaining a future school exchange
Using the Near Future Tense
https://quizlet.com/193851796/aqa-gcse-spanish-vivaAsking and answering questions
higher-module-2-flash-cards/

. NEAR FUTURE TENSE
Es la una 1:00
Son las dos 2:00
-------------Son las tres y cuarto 3:15
Son las cuatro y diez 4:10
-------------------Son las cinco y media 5:30
-------------------------------Son las seis menos cuarto 5:45
Son las siete menos veinte 6:40
Son las ocho menos diez 7:50

It is used to talk about what is going to happen in the future. It translates as ‘I am going to visit’
STEP ONE: Take the Present Tense of IR TO GO VOY, VAS, VA, VAMOS, VAIS, VAN
STEP TWO: Add A
VOY A
STEP THREE: Add the VERB
VOY A IR / VAS A VISITAR / VA A ESCUCHAR

www.conjuguemos.com is a really useful website to practise verbs and endings 

Subject: Spanish (Y9)

Terms: 3 & 4

Topic: Viva AQA GCSE; Módulo 2: Mi Vida en el Insti Theme 3- Current and Future Study and Employment

Term 4 Week 5 •
•
•
•
•
•
•

Talking about extra curricular activities
This is CORE vocabulary for this topic.
Discussing different achievements at school
https://quizlet.com/193851796/aqaUsing different object pronouns
gcse-spanish-viva-higher-module-2-flashSaying how long you’ve been doing something for
cards/
Varying topic vocabulary
Expanding opinions and reasons
Changing the tenses- past, present and future PUSH YOURSELF!

www.conjuguemos.com is a really useful website to practise verbs and endings 

Subject: Art

Term 3&4

Topic: Photography; Manual & Digital Manipulation

Key Skill 1: Photography Genres

Key Skill 3: Photoshoot Planning

Key Skill 2: Photography Analysis

Subject: Art

Term: 3&4

Topic: Photography; Manual & Digital Manipulation

Key Skill 3: Weaving

Key Skill 4: Drawing

Weaving is a method of textile production in which two distinct
sets of yarns or threads are interlaced at right angles to form a
fabric or cloth. Other methods are knitting, crocheting, felting,
and braiding or plaiting. The way the warp and filling threads
interlace with each other is called the weave.

Alana Dee Haynes wants to change the way you think.
Troubling the line between photography and illustration, the
Brooklyn-based artist engraves intricate designs on images
from fashion glossies. She adorns her subjects in baroque
doodles – some mimicking veins and musculature, while
others tattoo the body like a second skin. The result is sensual,
whimsical, and raw – her inky etchings leave traces of human
touch on the manufactured image.

Paper weaving is a craft in which thin strips or sheets of paper
are woven together to create textured, durable, and colourful
new creations. Woven paper has many different uses.

Subject: Art

Term: 3&4

Topic: Photography; Manual & Digital Manipulation

Key Skill 5: Collage
Collage is an art form that is made up of overlapping pieces of
material, such as photographs, fabric, coloured and textured
paper and other types of mixed media.

Mixed media photography is an art discipline that
brings together a variety of art forms. This purpose is
achieved by creatively combining an array of artistic
insights and crafts into one final creative photograph.

Key Skill 6: Photoshop
What is Photoshop?
Adobe Photoshop is the predominant photo editing and
manipulation software on the market. Its uses range from
the full-featured editing of large batches of photos to creating
intricate digital paintings and drawings that mimic those
done by hand.

Subject: Art

Term: 3&4

Topic: Photography; Manual & Digital Manipulation

Key Skill 7: Photoshop Layers
Photoshop layers are like sheets of stacked acetate. You can
see through transparent areas of a layer to the layers below.
You move a layer to position the content on the layer, like
sliding a sheet of acetate in a stack. You can also change the
opacity of a layer to make content partially transparent

Key Skill 8: Photoshop Filters
Filters are individual algorithms (or behind the scenes calculations) that
alter the appearance of an image. For example, a simple filter might
blur a selection, while an advanced filter could make a photograph look
like a hand-drawn sketch.

Subject: Art

Term: 3&4

Topic: Photography; Manual & Digital Manipulation

Key Skill 9: Geometric Polyscapes

Key Skill 10: Kalidscope

A Polyscape is an amazing photo effect that allows you to
merge beautiful landscapes with the simplicity of common
shapes. With the help of Clipping Masks and Shape Tools, you
can create an easy polyscape full of wonder and design.

kaleidoscope, optical device consisting of mirrors that reflect
images of bits of coloured glass in a symmetrical geometric
design through a viewer. The design may be changed
endlessly by rotating the section containing the loose
fragments.

In lessons you will digitally manipulate images to create a
kaliscope image.

Subject: Art

Term: 3&4

Topic: Photography; Manual & Digital Manipulation

Key Skill 11: Research
This term you will learn about manual and digital manipulation in photography.

Manual – manipulating a photograph by hand. i.e. collage, sewing, weaving etc.
Digital – manipulating a photography using technology i.e. Photoshop, App etc.
Photography
The photographic process allows an image to be reproduced using light.
This process has developed over many years to now enable mass production and sharing of images through magazines, posters, fine art
pictures, advertising etc.
Photographic techniques include traditional (analogue) photography, digital photography and camera-less photography.
traditional photography uses light-sensitive film negatives and light-sensitive paper to create an image
digital photography saves images as files that can be manipulated on a computer
Whatever camera you use, it's useful to put on its manual setting rather than using it in automatic mode. This puts you in control of
the aperture, focus and shutter speed which gives you more control over the final photograph.

Subject: Art

Term: 3&5

Topic: Photography; Manual & Digital Manipulation

Key Skill 11: Research
Steve McCurry is an American photographer, freelancer, and photojournalist. His photo Afghan Girl, of a
girl with piercing green eyes, has appeared on the cover of National Geographic several times. McCurry has
photographed many assignments for National Geographic and has been a member of Magnum Photos
since 1986

Nigel Parry is a New York-based photographer, who started his career in London in 1987 and moved to
New York in 1994. His work has been seen in magazine features, such as Elle, InStyle, Vanity Fair, Men's
Health and Maxim

Greg Sands is an American Photographer whose work deals with the concepts of time and memory.
He uses found photographs of a particular model at different stages in their life. He then blends or
merges these together using weaving a paper craft technique. This is a very technically challenging
process that requires preparation, mathematical precision and time.

Subject: Art

Term: 3&5

Topic: Photography; Manual & Digital Manipulation

Key Skill 11: Research

Alana Dee Haynes is a illustrator and tattoo artist who draws intricate abstract patterns on to her found
photographs,

Dada was an art movement formed during the First World War in Zurich in negative reaction to the
horrors and folly of the war. The art, poetry and performance produced by dada artists is often satirical
and nonsensical in nature.

Pawel Pacholec - Covid-19 Collages
A worldwide epidemic of Covid-19. Characteristics, issues and potential solutions for the coronavirus.
Inspired by Dadaism

Victoria Siemer, also known as Witchoria, is a Visual Artist based in Brooklyn, NY. She works
mainly in the digital realm, creating surreal photo manipulations that reflect her like of ennui,
existential crisis, and heartbreak.

Subject: Art

Term: 3&5

Topic: Photography; Manual & Digital Manipulation

Key Skill 11: Research

Hayden Simpson uses combinations of different landscape forms that are intermingled
with geometric shapes. The aspect that he is fascinated with is the possibility of
stepping through a portal in one plane and suddenly being somewhere else in our
world. Moving from one landscape to another.

Marco Andras's passion for photography comes from childhood, inspired by his grandfather, also a
photographer in Germany.

Laura Zalenga is a (self) portrait artist born in South Germany in 1990. In
addition to realising personal photography projects, she teaches in
workshops, gives lectures and travels the world – always on the search for
special places and magical lighting.

Key Skill 12: Analysis
Each lesson you will learn about associated photographers, artists, art movements your own work or about techniques you have been
developing. Self / Peer assessment will allow you to reflect on your progress throughout the Topic supporting you in making relevant
improvements to work.

Subject: Art

Term: 3&5

Topic: Photography; Manual & Digital Manipulation

Key Vocabulary and Definitions:
Contrast = Contrast is the degree of difference between two colours or between the lightest lights and darkest darks in an image
Atmosphere = Mood conveys an emotional tone, while the atmosphere projects a sense of place and time.
Expression = create an image to communicate to others, using visual language, how you feel about a specific idea or a subject.
Pose = the act of assuming a certain position
Genre = a style or category of art, photography, music, or literature.
Macro = photography is extreme close-up photography, usually of very small subjects and living organisms like insects, in which the size of the subject in
the photograph is greater than life size.
Photojournalism = is journalism that uses images to tell a news story. It usually only refers to still images
Monochrome = contain variations of only one colour and nothing else
Subject Matter = The topic dealt with or the “thing” represented in an image.

Colour = The colours used in an image, the hues, shades, saturations.
Angles = The location a photograph is taken from.
Lighting =Lighting refers to the decisions made about light set up in a photograph.
Mood =The impact of lighting on the emotional value of a photograph.
Purpose =Why a photograph was taken and what it is being used for.
Weaving =Paper weaving is a craft in which thin strips or sheets of paper are woven together to create textured, durable, and colourful new
creations. Woven paper has many different uses.
Manipulation = Manual – manipulating a photograph by hand. i.e. collage, sewing, weaving etc. Digital – manipulating a photography using
technology i.e. Photoshop, App etc.
Concept = illustrates an idea
Symmetry = appears when parts of your composition mirror other parts. It is created when two halves of your scene look the same and
balance each other out.
Align = organizing elements relative to an invisible line
Photography Response = is a piece of your own but in the style of the artist you have studied, so using their themes, painting style, etc
Baroque = French word meaning "irregularly shaped." At first, the word in French was used mostly to refer to pearls.
Collage = is an art form that is made up of overlapping pieces of material, such as photographs, fabric, coloured and textured paper and other
types of mixed media = artworks composed from a combination of different media or materials
Fragmentation = the process or state of breaking or being broken into fragments.
re-construction = the action or process of reconstructing or being reconstructed.
Geometric = imagery that emphasis on bold shapes, lines and patterns
Duplicate = copy of original photograph Polyscape = “poly” means “many”, and “scape” means “view or scenery." In essence, a polyscape is a
graphic that contains many different views or scenes.
Kaleidoscope = optical device consisting of mirrors that reflect images of bits of coloured glass in a symmetrical geometric design through a
viewer. The design may be changed endlessly by rotating the section containing the loose fragments.

Subject: Year 9 Performing Arts
Choreography

Block: 1 - 3

Topic: Introduction to GCSE Dance

Week 1 - 5

What is the role of a choreographer?
Choreographers create original dances based on a range of different stimuli and they also
can develop new interpretations of existing work. During rehearsals, they typically
demonstrate dance moves, to instruct dancers in the correct technique and intention of
the piece.
What is a stimulus?
A stimulus OR stimuli can be defined as something that gives you an idea – an inspiration,
a starting point. It is the beginning of the choreographic process.
What does RADS stand for?
Relationships – Dance relationships you can use within your work
lead and follow • mirroring • action and reaction • accumulation • complement and
contrast • counterpoint • contact • formations.
Actions – The movement you use to create your sequences
travel • turn • elevation • gesture • stillness • use of different body parts • floor work •
transfer of weight.
Dynamics – The energy in how you perform the movement
fast/slow • sudden/sustained • acceleration/deceleration • strong/light • direct/indirect •
flowing/abrupt.
Space – How you use the space within your dance
pathways • levels • directions • size of movement • patterns • spatial design
What are choreographic devices?
motif and development – A motif is a series of movements linked to your theme.
Repetition – To perform a movement more than once in the same way
Contrast – To use movements that are opposite in style, size, speed, space
Highlights – to create moments within your dance that stand out.
Climax – To build up to a dramatic moment within the dance
manipulation of number – The number of dancers you use within in your piece
unison and canon – UNISON: Dancers perform movements at the same time CANON:
Dancers perform the movement one after another.

Performance

Week 6 - 7
What are Performance skills in Dance?
Physical Skills:
Balance - A steady or held position achieved by an even distribution of weight.
Alignment - Correct placement of body parts in relation to each other.
Strength - Muscular power.
Isolation - An independent movement of part of the body.
Control - The ability to start and stop movement, change direction and hold a shape
efficiently.
Posture - The way the body is held.
Extension - Lengthening one or more muscles or limbs.
Co-ordination - The efficient combination of body parts.
Stamina - Ability to maintain physical and mental energy over periods of time.
Flexibility - The range of movement in the joints (involving muscles, tendons and
ligaments).
Mobility - The range of movement in a joint; the ability to move fluently from action to
action.

Expressive Skills:
Projection - The energy the dancer uses to connect with and draw in the audience.
Phrasing - The way in which the energy is distributed in the execution of a movement
phrase.
Facial Expression - Use of the face to show mood, feeling or character.
Focus (Use of) - Use of the eyes to enhance performance or interpretative qualities.
Spatial Awareness - Consciousness of the surrounding space and its effective use.

Subject: Year 9 Performing Arts
Text In Practice

Block 1 and 2

Topic: Introduction to GCSE Drama

Week 1 - 3

Who is Willy Russell?
Willy Russell is an English dramatist best known for Educating Rita (1986). He was born in
Whiston, near Liverpool in 1947 to a working class family; his father worked in a factory
and his mother was a nurse and then in a warehouse. After he left school he became a
hairdresser and took other odd jobs, such as a warehouseman. Being a hairdresser was, in
his own admittance, “a job I didn’t understand and didn’t like,” and he began to write
songs and sketches for the media because writing was the “only thing I felt I understood,
felt that I could do.” He went on to write a range of plays that were big successes and
made into films.
Our Day Out Plot Summary
Some students from a Progress Class in Liverpool are going on a trip to Conwy Castle, but
they misbehave. Before the trip they leave they buy sweets and the deputy head
disciplinarian teacher, Mr Briggs, joins them. On the journey, they make some stops: at a
cafe, a zoo, the beach (Conwy Castle) and (afterwards) a fun fair. Whilst the children
shoplift and generally make trouble, an older boy, Reilly hits on his young teacher, Susan,
who shakes off his attentions by suggesting he turn his attention to the pretty young
Linda, who had been trying it on with her own boyfriend, Colin. At the castle, they end up
losing one of the children, Carol.
Mr. Briggs finds Carol on the cliffs as she ways up the necessity of returning to her
troubled home life. He shouts at her to return but when she threatens to jump off the cliff,
he softens and gently talks her down. In an uncharacteristic moment, Mr. Briggs takes the
children to the fun fair, where Mrs. Kay gently mocks him for enjoying himself, saying she
has the photographs to prove he is not all that bad.
What themes are explored in the Text?
The major themes in Our Day Out are the lack of education, lack of opportunity
and deprivation in inner city Liverpool equaling unemployment and no money
for education because of this.

Performance of an Extract

Week 4 - 6

Creative Process – Getting to know your character
Performance of an Extract: An extract is a section of a play.
Character Status: The power difference between the characters
Role-on-the-wall: To visually map the relationship between characteristics (emotions) and
actions (behaviors) onto a simple outline of a human figure.
Hot Seating: A strategy in which a character is interviewed by the rest of the group. This
activity invites students to recount a specific event, explore motivation and multiple
experiences related to a theme, topic, event, or idea.
How do you rehearse effectively for a performance?
To commit dialogue to memory for devised performances and/or learn text they are
performing for text-based performances
Self Discipline: To be able to work independently and stay on task
Repetition: To practice your use of skills over and over again to improve.
Reflection: To look at your work and understand how to improve it and be able to listen
and implement feedback from others.
Performance or Production
Performance Skills
Physical Skills: body language, posture, gestures, co-ordination, gait, stillness, timing,
control; facial expressions; eye contact, spatial awareness, Expression of mood.
Vocal Skills: Tone, Volume, Pace, Pitch, Diction, Accent, Pause
Interaction with other performers: Relationships between the characters.
Proxemics: Use of Space within the stage area.
Production Skills
Set Design: Flat, Backcloth, Location, Naturalistic, Non-Naturalistic, Props, Scenery,
Construction.
Lighting Design: Atmospheric, Backlight, Blackout, LED, Spotlight, Lantern, Dimmer/Fader,
Cue Sheet, Channel, Lighting Board, Plotting, Rig, Transition.

Subject: Year 9 Performing Arts
Theatre Design and Production

Block: 1 and 2

Topic: Introduction to GCSE Drama

Week 7 - 10

Lighting Designer - Responsible for designing the lighting within a
production, working closely with the director and the design team to create
lighting states for atmosphere and mood on stage. The lighting designer will
often have an initial idea about how the lighting will look for a show and will
then make adjustments during the rehearsal process. Once their design
work is complete, technicians will rig and programme the lights.
Sound Designer - Responsible for designing the use of sound within a
production, eg sound effects or music, working with the director to create
and develop sound that enhances a production. They will also advise the
director on whether the production requires microphones and other
technical equipment.
Costume Designer - Responsible for designing the costume, hair and makeup for a production, working closely with the design team to ensure that
the costumes match the style of the show. They will often create designs
ahead of the production being cast and can then make changes once they
have met the performers. The costume designer works closely with the
costume department, who are responsible for making the outfits and wigs.
Set Designer - Responsible for designing the set, working closely with the
director and the design team to create the world of the show. They may
begin by providing the director with a concept, before moving on to the
technical drawing stage. Once the design is complete, the set is constructed
and completed by various departments that specialise in materials such as
metal, wood and paint.

SETTING
SPACE
STAGING FORM
RELATIONSHIP TO
AUDIENCE
ENVIRONMENT
LOCATION
PERIOD
GENRE
TEXTUAL DEMANDS
SET DRESSING
SHAPE
SCALE
MATERIALS
COLOUR & TEXTURE
DURABILITY
SYMBOLISM
ATMOSPHERE
LEVELS
IMAGERY
STAGE MACHINERY

DESIGN ELEMENTS
LIGHTING= SPACE / INTENSITY / COLOUR / TIMING & PACE / ATMOSPHERE / CONVENTIONS / FOCUS /
LANTERNS / GELS OR FILTERS / SPECIAL EFFECTS / TEXTURE / SCALE / LINE / SHAPE / BARN DOORS / GOBOS /
ANGLE / PROFILE / FRESNEL / PARCAN / FLOOD / LED / INTELLIGENT LIGHTING
COSTUME= COLOUR / TEXTURE / FIT / CUT / SHAPE / PERIOD / SYMBOLISM / ENVIRONMENT / DURABILITY /
GENRE / MOVEMENT / ACCESSORIES / CONTEXT / MASK / MAKE-UP / PERSONAL PROPS
SOUND= VOLUME / PITCH / TONE / PACE / MUSIC / SOUND EFFECT / SOUNDSCAPE / PERIOD /
ENVIRONMENT / MOOD / ATMOSPHERE / SPECIAL EFFECTS / TIMING / CONTEXT

Subject: Year 9 Music
Theory - Arrangements

Term: 3-4

Topic: Music Appreciation – Introduction to GCSE
Compose, Rehearse, Perform

Week 1 - 3

Week 4 - 7

Exploring Genre and Style
Develop the technical ability to identify the use of musical elements in different styles of
music.

Composition

Music theory focus:
Listen to a wide range of music and identify how the elements learnt in previous schemes
of work are used while starting to think about the impact this has on the listener

Creating cover versions of a chosen song

What will we study?

Performing a
cover version of a
Song and creating
a musical arrangement based
on a chosen song

Performance

.
Pupils learn about the importance of Hooks and Riffs, Popular Song
Structure and the various difference components/sections within,
Melodic Motion (Conjunct and Disjunct Motion) and Lyrics within both
these case studies and a range of other popular songs. We will listen to a range of songs
from Classical to Jazz, Pop to Rock and everything in between. We will learn to compare
elements and analyse the composers purpose.

BIG QUESTION:
How can we describe the form and structure and texture of
different songs?

Key Words, Concepts and Musical Knowledge
Popular Song Structure: Introduction (intro), Verse(s), Strophic, Link, PreChorus, Chorus,
Bridge/Middle 8, Coda (outro); Lyrics, Hook, Riff,
Melody, Counter-Melody, Texture, Chords, Accompaniment, Bass Line,
Lead Sheet, Arrangement, Cover Version, Melodic Motion: Conjunct,
Disjunct, Range; Instruments, Timbres and Sonorities in Songs.

BIG QUESTION:
How do you compose effectively?
Self Discipline: To be able to work independently and stay on task
Collaboration: To work positively with your partner
Repetition: To practice your use of skills over and over again to improve.
Analyse: To listen to your work and be able to make sure you have correct time, notated
score and are playing correctly

Subject: Year 9

Term: 3-4

Topic: Music Appreciation – Introduction to GCSE

Week 8 -10
Introduction to GCSE:
Course content – Understanding Music, Composing Music, Performing Music
Key Elements of Music – How we use them in performance and Composition
GCSE specification
Study pieces and Areas of Study
Composition Techniques and Set Briefs
Each composition must demonstrate selection and use of at least four types of
musical element as follows:
• at least two of rhythm, metre, texture, melody, structure, form.
• at least two of harmony, tonality, timbre, dynamics, phrasing, articulation.
Areas of Study
Western classical tradition 1650–1910
Popular music
Traditional music
Western classical tradition since 1910
Performing live music:
• instrumental (including DJ)/vocal
• production via technology
Composing Music:
• Creative and effective selection and use of musical elements
• Appropriate selection and use of musical elements (to the compositional
intention)
• Technical and expressive control in the use of musical elements.

.

Subject: Year 9 D&T
ITERATIVE DESIGN

Term:3

Topic: Iterative Design

Week 1-2

Subject: KS3 D&T
TECHNICAL TERMS

Term:3

Topic: Manufacturing / H&S

Week 3- 4
Keywords

Bandfacer

Subject: Year 9 D&T
Systems Control

Term:3

Topic : Systems Control

Week 5-6

Subject: Year 9 Computer Science

Term: 3

Understanding networks

Topic: Network hardware and infrastructures

Network topologies

Understanding data packets, recapping LAN’s WAN’s,
VPN’s and WPAN’s and how businesses use them.
How the scientific community are using networks.

Exploring the advantages and disadvantages of using a variety of networks including;
Bus, Ring and Star Networks.
Understanding the difference between wired and wireless networks and their
limitations.
Extended learning: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zh4whyc/revision/3

Extended learning:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides2

Network infrastructures and components;

Week 2

Week 1

Week 4

Week 3
The Internet;

Network interface cards, exploring different servers
including P2P servers. Exploring associated cost of
Components.
Extended learning:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zh4whyc/revision/4
https://www.overclockers.co.uk/wired-network-adapters

Understanding how the internet is developing and changing
Society including exploring the internet of things and how 5G
cellular data will affect society.
Extended learning: Exploring 5G

Week 6

Week 5
Webpages and web apps;

Network security;

What is the difference between a static and dynamic website?
Exploring client side and server side and investigating HTML

Investigating antivirus software and how it works against malicious programs.
Cyber attacks – preventing them with effective network security.
Network policies.

Find out how to write HTML: https://www.w3schools.com/html/html_intro.asp
Extended learning: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/znkqn39/revision/3

Extended learning: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zs87sbk/revision/1

Subject: PE – Year 9

Term: 1-4

Topic: Badminton
Badminton at Wootton Park School

Key Skills
Badminton is a racquet sport played using racquets to hit a shuttlecock across
a net. Although it may be played with larger teams, the most common forms
of the game are "singles" (with one player per side) and "doubles" (with two
players per side). ach side may only strike the shuttlecock once before it
passes over the net. Play ends once the shuttlecock has struck the floor or if a
fault has been called by the umpire, service judge, or (in their absence) the
opposing side. The shuttlecock is a feathered or (in informal matches) plastic
projectile which flies differently from the balls used in many other sports. In
particular, the feathers create much higher drag, causing the shuttlecock to
decelerate more rapidly. Shuttlecocks also have a high top speed compared to
the balls in other racquet sports. The flight of the shuttlecock gives the sport
its distinctive nature.

Leadership will be an integral part of the Year 9 curriculum for learners at WPS. Leadership might
broadly be considered the behavioural process of influencing individuals and groups towards set goals.
In sport and exercise, leadership includes; making decisions, motivating participants, giving feedback,
establishing interpersonal relationships, and directing the group or team confidently. Leadership will be
developed in Badminton through learners taking on different roles such as; coaches, umpires, and
scorers using the correct Badminton terminology throughout.

Key Words
Disguise

Variety

Ready Position

Grip

Tramlines

Key Words
Ready position – the position in which you await the next shot from your opponent.

Variety – the use of different shots in a game situation e.g. Serve, smash, clear, drop.
Grip – a way of holding the racket in order to hit shots during a match.
The most used grip is the orthodox forehand grip.
Disguise – give your shot a different appearance in order to conceal its identity e.g.
feint a smash shot but playing a drop shot.
Tramlines – the singles side lines are not the outermost lines, but the next ones in.
Taken together with the outermost (doubles) side lines, these make narrow alley
shapes along the sides of the court. These alleys are often called the tramlines.

Home learning task
Subject: Year 9 PE
Task- Define
the following key
terms in the
text boxes provided;

Ready Position:

Grip:

Term: 1-2

Topic: Badminton

Disguise:

Tramlines:

Variety:

Subject: PE Year 9

GCSE Core Skills, to include:
Stance and footwork:
• Triple threat position
• Pivoting
Passing:
• Chest
• Bounce
• Javelin/overhead
Shooting:
• Set shot
• Jump shot
• Dominant hand lay up
Dribbling:
• Use of dominant hand
Marking:
• Player with the ball

Term: 1-4

Topic: Basketball
GCSE Advanced skills, to include:
Shooting:
• Non dominant hand Lay up
• Hook shot
Rebounding
Dribbling:
• Use of either hand
Beating opponents: (individual)
• Fake and drive
• Cross over step
Beating opponents: (team)
• Cutting
Marking:
• Intercepting passes.

Leadership in Basketball - Leadership will continue to be an integral part of the Year 9 curriculum for learners
at WPS. Leadership might broadly be considered the behavioural process of influencing individuals and
groups towards set goals. In sport and exercise, leadership includes; making decisions, motivating
participants, giving feedback, establishing interpersonal relationships, and directing the group or team
confidently. Leadership will be developed in Basketball through learners taking on different roles such as;
coaches, umpires, motivators and organisers.

GCSE Decision making and tactical awareness, to include: • When to run/pass/shoot/dribble, • Where to run/pass/shoot/dribble, • Which pass to make, • Awareness of team
strategies/tactics in both attacking and defending situations e.g. man to man marking, zone defence, fast break, tandem defence (against fast break) • Appropriate use of defensive
ploys – zone defence, full/half court press • Finding space • Attacking positioning on court • Defensive positioning on the court • Defensive ploys – man to man marking • Awareness
of strengths/weaknesses and actions of other players e.g. adopt a variety of roles in attack and defence in the game • Awareness of the rules and regulations of the game and their
application (including refereeing signals)

Key Words
Travelling

Travelling:
Travelling is a violation
of the rules that occurs
when a player holding
the ball moves one or
both of their feet
illegally.

Double Dribble
Double Dribble:
Once a player picks up
his dribble by catching
the ball with both
hands, he must pass it
or shoot it. The player
cannot begin a second
dribble after ending the
first. If he begins a
second dribble after
voluntarily ending the
first, he commits a
double dribble violation.

Screening
Screening
A screen is a blocking
move by an offensive
player in which they
stand beside or behind a
defender in order to
free a teammate to
either shoot a pass or
drive in to score.

Guarding
Guarding:
Guarding is the act of
legally placing the body
in the path of an
offensive opponent.
There is no minimum
distance required
between the guard and
opponent, but the
maximum is 6 feet when
closely guarded.

Subject: PE – Year 9

Term: 1-4

Topic: Table Tennis
Table Tennis at Wootton Park School
Table tennis, is a sport in which two or four players hit a lightweight ball, also
known as the ping-pong ball, back and forth across a table using small rackets.
The game takes place on a hard table divided by a net. Except for the initial
serve, the rules are generally as follows: players must allow a ball played
toward them to bounce one time on their side of the table, and must return it
so that it bounces on the opposite side at least once. A point is scored when a
player fails to return the ball within the rules. Play is fast and demands quick
reactions. Spinning the ball alters its trajectory and limits an opponent's
options, giving the hitter a great advantage.

Key Skills

Leadership will be an integral part of the Year 9 curriculum for learners at WPS. Leadership might broadly be
considered the behavioural process of influencing individuals and groups towards set goals. In sport and
exercise, leadership includes; making decisions, motivating participants, giving feedback, establishing
interpersonal relationships, and directing the group or team confidently. Leadership will be developed in Table
Tennis through learners taking on different roles such as; coaches, umpires, and scorers using the correct table
tennis terminology throughout.

Key Words
Slice

Topspin

Backspin

Ready Position

Grip

Key Words
Slice

Topspin

Slice:
A slice resembles
a tennis slice: the racket
cuts underneath the
ball, creating backspin
causing the ball to float
slowly to the other side
of the table

Grip:
Grip in table tennis is
the way one player
holds the racquet. There
are three different styles
of holding a bat and
different player has
either one or both styles
of holding the racquet.

Backspin

Topspin:
Topspin strokes are
created when your
racket brushes against
the ball using an upward
action. This causes the
ball to accelerate and
dip. After the ball makes
contact with your
racket, the topspin will
cause it to rebound in
an upward direction.

Ready Position

Grip

Backspin
Backspin is a shot such
that the ball rotates
backwards (as though
rolling back towards the
player) after it is hit. This
direction of spin creates
an upward force that
lifts the ball.

Ready Position:
The ready position is a
neutral
starting position from
which all table
tennis strokes can be
played. Whenever you
are receiving service
in table tennis you
should take up
the ready position. It's
also the
neutral position which
you should try to return
to after playing your
stroke during a rally

Subject: PE – Year 9

Term: 1-4

Topic: Volleyball
Volleyball at Wootton Park School

Key Skills
Volleyball is a team sport in which two teams of six players are separated by a
net. Each team tries to score points by grounding a ball on the other team's
court under organized rules. It has been a part of the official program of the
Summer Olympic Games since Tokyo 1964. The complete set of rules is
extensive, but play essentially proceeds as follows: a player on one of the
teams begins a 'rally' by serving the ball (tossing or releasing it and then
hitting it with a hand or arm), from behind the back boundary line of the
court, over the net, and into the receiving team's court. The receiving team
must not let the ball be grounded within their court. The team may touch the
ball up to 3 times, but individual players may not touch the ball twice
consecutively. Typically, the first two touches are used to set up for an attack,
an attempt to direct the ball back over the net in such a way that the serving
team is unable to prevent it from being grounded in their court.

Leadership will be an integral part of the Year 9 curriculum for learners at WPS. Leadership might
broadly be considered the behavioural process of influencing individuals and groups towards set
goals. In sport and exercise, leadership includes; making decisions, motivating participants, giving
feedback, establishing interpersonal relationships, and directing the group or team confidently.
Leadership will be developed in Volleyball through learners taking on different roles such as; coaches,
umpires, line judges and scorers using the correct volleyball terminology throughout.

Key Words
Disguise

Variety

Ready Position

Communication

Line Markings

Key Words
Slice

Topspin

Slice:
A slice resembles
a tennis slice: the racket
cuts underneath the
ball, creating backspin
causing the ball to float
slowly to the other side
of the table

Grip:
Grip in table tennis is
the way one player
holds the racquet. There
are three different styles
of holding a bat and
different player has
either one or both styles
of holding the racquet.

Backspin

Topspin:
Topspin strokes are
created when your
racket brushes against
the ball using an upward
action. This causes the
ball to accelerate and
dip. After the ball makes
contact with your
racket, the topspin will
cause it to rebound in
an upward direction.

Ready Position

Grip

Backspin
Backspin is a shot such
that the ball rotates
backwards (as though
rolling back towards the
player) after it is hit. This
direction of spin creates
an upward force that
lifts the ball.

Ready Position:
The ready position is a
neutral
starting position from
which all table
tennis strokes can be
played. Whenever you
are receiving service
in table tennis you
should take up
the ready position. It's
also the
neutral position which
you should try to return
to after playing your
stroke during a rally.

Home learning task
Subject: Year 9 PE
Task- Define the
following key terms
in the text
boxes provided;

Inspiration:

Honesty:

Term:

Topic: Leadership

Motivation:

Communication:

Organisation:

Home learning task
Subject: Year 9 PE

Term: 1-4

Topic: Basketball

Task- Define the
following key terms
in the text
boxes provided;

Double Dribble:

Travelling:

Guarding:

Screening:

Home learning task
Subject: Year 9 PE
Task- Define the
following key terms
in the text
boxes provided;

Topspin:

Ready Position:

Term: 1-4

Topic: Table Tennis

Slice:

Backspin:

Grip:

Home learning task
Subject: Year 9 PE
Task- Define the
following key terms
in the text
boxes provided;

Variety:

Ready Position:

Term: 1-4

Topic: Volleyball

Disguise:

Line Markings:

Communication:

Subject: PE Year 9
Core Skills include:
Starting the game.
Throwing
• Single-arm overhead.
• Sling shot.
• Double-armed overhead.
• Underarm.
Catching
• One-handed/two-handed.
• In front of body.
• Above body.
Dodging
Blocking
Attacking
Defending
Communication
Teamwork
Positioning

Term: 1-4

Topic: Dodgeball
Useful websites and links

Advanced skills include
Speed approaching the ball when starting.
Throwing
• Consistent power and accuracy.
Catching
• Catching more powerful shots.
• Catching while moving.
Dodging
• Demonstrating fast reaction times.

https://www.britishdodgeb
all.org/
https://www.englanddodge
ball.com/
https://www.theukrules.co.
uk/rules/sport/dodgeball/te
rminology.html

Leadership in Dodgeball - Leadership will continue to be an integral part of the Year 9 curriculum for learners
at WPS. Leadership might broadly be considered the behavioural process of influencing individuals and
groups towards set goals. In sport and exercise, leadership includes; making decisions, motivating
participants, giving feedback, establishing interpersonal relationships, and directing the group or team
confidently. Leadership will be developed in Handball through learners taking on different roles such as;
coaches, umpires, motivators and organisers.

Key Words
Deflection- Deflection refers to the ball when it ricochets off another ball or a player.

Live ball - A 'live ball' is any ball that is in play and is not dead. Dodgeballs become live when a player
throws them.

Fault- A fault is any action (other than being hit) which results in a player being ruled out. Dodgeball
faults include stepping over the attack line, going out of bounds, or repeatedly making high throws.

Opening Run - The opening run refers to the initial run for getting the balls at the attack line.

Home learning task
Subject: Year 9 PE

Term: 3-4

Topic: Dodgeball

Task- Define the following key terms in
the text boxes provided;

Deflection:

Opening Run:

Live Ball:

Fault:

Subject: PE Year 9

Term: 1-4

GCSE Core Skills, (applies to all positions, except where stated) to
include:
Catching: (two handed)/shot stopping (goalkeeper only)
• Upper, • Half upper, • Lower, • Mid-air, • From bounce
• From the ground
• ‘putting down’
• Jumping
• lunging
Positions for catching the ball:
• Frontal
• Sidewards
• Backwards
Dribbling with dominant hand
Passing:
• Standing
• Running
Shooting:
• Shot in place
• Leaning back shot
Offensive and defensive movement:
• Feinting with the body
• Feinting a shot
• Feinting a pass

Topic: Handball
GCSE Advanced skills, (applies to all positions, except where stated) to
include:
Catching: (one handed assisted on both sides)/shot stopping (goalkeeper only)
• Upper, • Half upper, • Lower, • Mid-air, • From bounce, • From the ground
• ‘putting down’, • Jumping, • lunging
Dribbling with either/both hand(s)
Passing: • Forward jumping, • Vertical jump
Shooting:
• Vertical jump shot
• Striding/jump shot
• Shot whilst falling
Offensive and defensive movement:
• Stealing the ball
• Screening an opponent without the ball
• Screening an opponent with the ball
Leadership in Handball - Leadership will continue to be an integral part of the Year 9 curriculum for learners
at WPS. Leadership might broadly be considered the behavioural process of influencing individuals and
groups towards set goals. In sport and exercise, leadership includes; making decisions, motivating
participants, giving feedback, establishing interpersonal relationships, and directing the group or team
confidently. Leadership will be developed in Handball through learners taking on different roles such as;
coaches, umpires, motivators and organisers.

GCSE Decision making and tactical awareness, to include: • When to pass/shoot/dribble • Where to pass/shoot/dribble • Which pass to make • Awareness of team strategies/tactics
in both attacking and defending situations e.g. set piece plays • Attacking positioning on the field • Defensive positioning on the field • Defensive ploys – man to man marking,
zonal marking • Awareness of strengths/weaknesses and actions of other players e.g. adopt a variety of roles in attack and defence in the game • Awareness of the rules and
regulations of the game and their application (including refereeing signals) • Positioning and organisation at defensive set pieces, communication

Key Words
Passing – In handball, the perfect pass is not always possible due to many factors e.g.: Opposition
players trying to stop the pass. Players need to be able to catch the ball from many situations:Low. pass; High pass; Chest pass; in midair; from a bounce; from the ground
Defending – Defending in handball is strategically preventing the opposition gaining a clear sight on
goal and denying goal scoring opportunities. Individual defending techniques include blocking and
tackling, while this should be progressed into defending in units and as a team.
Goalkeeping – The goalkeeper's primary task is to prevent the other team from scoring a goal, which is
achieved when the ball fully passes the goal line.
Shooting – shooting is the final part of the action and it aims at scoring a goal. Technically it is similar
to passing, but the action is much more forceful and fast.

Subject: PE Year 9

Term: 1

GCSE Core Skills, (applies to all positions, except
where stated) to include:
Footwork:
• Stopping/landing
• Pivoting
Dodging
Ball handling:
• Catching whilst stationary
Passing over short distances:
• Chest
• Overhead
• Bounce
• Shoulder pass
Shooting: (GS and GA only)
• Stationary
Rebounds (GA, GS, GD, GK only)
Marking:
• Player with the ball

Topic: Netball
GCSE Advanced skills, (applies to all positions, except where stated) to
include:
Ball handling:
• Catching on the run,
• Catching in the air
Passing over mid-long distance:
• Chest,
• Overhead,
• Bounce,
• Shoulder pass
Shooting: (GS and GA only) • Stepping
Defence:
• Shadowing,
• Interception,
• Marking player without the ball

Leadership in Netball - Leadership will continue to be an integral part of the Year 9 curriculum for learners at
WPS. Leadership might broadly be considered the behavioural process of influencing individuals and groups
towards set goals. In sport and exercise, leadership includes; making decisions, motivating participants, giving
feedback, establishing interpersonal relationships, and directing the group or team confidently. Leadership
will be developed in Netball through learners taking on different roles such as; coaches, umpires, motivators
and organisers.

GCSE Decision making and tactical awareness, to include: • When to pass/shoot/dodge, • Where to pass/shoot/dodge • Which pass to make, • Awareness of team strategies/tactics
in both attacking and defending situations e.g. set piece plays, shot/penalty • Attacking positioning on the court, • Defensive positioning on the court • Defensive ploys – man to man
marking • Awareness of strengths/weaknesses and actions of other players e.g. adopt a variety of roles in attack and defence in the game, • Awareness of the rules and regulations of
the game and their application (including refereeing signals) • Positioning and organisation at set pieces, communication

Home learning task
Subject: Year 9 PE
Task- Define the
following key terms
in the text
boxes provided;

Term:

Topic: Netball

Positions:

Interception:

Pivoting:

Footwork:

Home learning task
Subject: Year 9 PE

Term: 1-4

Topic: Handball

Task- Define the
following key terms
in the text
boxes provided;

Goal Keeper:

Passing:

Shooting:

Defending:

Subject: PE Year 9

Term: 1

GCSE Key Skills
Core Skills, to include:
Handling and carrying skills:
• Picking up a ball: • Stationary, • Moving, • Falling on the ball
Passing: • Both hands in either direction, • Off-loading, • Kicking
Receiving: • On the move, • Stationary, • Ground pick-up
Running with the ball, balanced running
Beating opponents: • Hand off, • Side-step, • Change of pace/direction
Try Scoring: • Grounding the ball with downward pressure
• When and when not to use one/two hands
Contact Skills:
Tackling: • Basic technique from front and side, • Close contact tackling
Ruck: • Going to ground, • Placing ball behind • Support roles, • Clear out
Maul: • Staying on feet, • Body positioning, • Support roles, • Rolling maul
• Tactics

Topic: Rugby
GCSE Advanced skills, to include:
Handling and carrying skills:
Passing:
• Spin, both ways
Beating opponents:
• Feint
• Swerve
• Dummying
• Switching
Contact Skills:
• Jackal
• Counter ruck
Tackling:
• Basic technique from

Leadership in Rugby - Leadership will continue to be an integral part of the Year 9 curriculum for learners at
WPS. Leadership might broadly be considered the behavioural process of influencing individuals and groups
towards set goals. In sport and exercise, leadership includes; making decisions, motivating participants,
giving feedback, establishing interpersonal relationships, and directing the group or team confidently.
Leadership will be developed in Rugby through learners taking on different roles such as; coaches, umpires,
motivators and organisers.
GCSE Decision making and tactical awareness, to include: • When to run/pass/kick • Where to run/pass/kick • Which pass to make • Controlled phase possession • Collective
alignment • Methods to cross the gain line • Awareness of team strategies/tactics in both attacking and defending situations e.g. set piece plays • Attacking positioning on the field
• Defensive positioning on the field • Defensive ploys – man to man marking • Awareness of strengths/weaknesses and actions of other players e.g. adopt a variety of roles in attack
and defence in the game • Awareness of the rules and regulations of the game and their application (including refereeing signals)

Key Words
Dummying

Dummying:
Making
a dummy pass is an
individual decision
that requires some
common skills.
Forwards and backs
must draw a
defender to them by
making them think
they might pass the
ball.

Counter Ruck
Counter Ruck:
A counter ruck is
when the defensive
team rucks against
the attacking team.
Counter rucks can be
used tactically by the
defensive team, they
can commit more
defenders to the
ruck, drawing in
more attackers and
creating space.

Switching
Switching:
When the receiver
runs at an angle
behind the ball
carrier in the other
direction creating a
‘X’ shape, leading to
a quick change of
direction.

Knock on
Knock on:
A knock-on is
committed when, in
an attempt to play at
the ball, a
player knocks the
ball towards their
opponents' dead ball
line with their hands
or arms and it
touches either the
ground, or an
opposing player.

Subject: PE – Year 9

Term: Terms 1-4

Topic: Trampolining
Trampolining at Wootton Park School

Key Skills
Trampolining or trampoline gymnastics is a recreational activity, acrobatic
training tool as well as a competitive Olympic sport in which athletes perform
acrobatics while bouncing on a trampoline. In competition, these can include
simple jumps in the straight, pike, tuck, or straddle position to more complex
combinations of forward and/or backward somersaults and twists. Scoring is
based on the difficulty and on the total seconds spent in the air. Points are
deducted for bad form and horizontal displacement from the centre of the
bed.

Leadership in Trampolining

Leadership will be an integral part of the Year 9 curriculum for learners at WPS. Leadership might broadly be
considered the behavioural process of influencing individuals and groups towards set goals. In sport and
exercise, leadership includes; making decisions, motivating participants, giving feedback, establishing
interpersonal relationships, and directing the group or team confidently. Leadership will be developed in
Trampolining through learners taking on different roles such as; coaches, judges, scorers and analysts.

Key Words
Timing

Consistency

Height

Travel

Key Words
Timing – to ensure that skills are executed accurately performers must time their
moves correctly when bouncing on the trampoline.
Consistency – when performing a routine it is important that performers land on the
middle of the trampoline and maintain the same height throughout.

Height – how high you perform skills in Trampolining.
Travel - describes movement away from the centre of the cross in excess of
50cms. Travel is caused by the Centre of Mass moving horizontally as well as vertically
at last contact. This is also referred to as 'leaning off balance'

Home learning task
Subject: Year 9 PE

Term: 1-4

Topic: Trampolining

Task- Define the
following key terms
in the text
boxes provided;

Timing:

Height:

Consistency:

Travel:

Subject: PE Year 9

Term: 1-2

GCSE Key Skills
Core Skills, (all outfield positions) to include:
Ball Control using:
• Using both feet
Passing: (dominant foot)
• Short, • Long – both lofted and along the ground
• Clearance of back passes, goal kicks, kicking from hands, throws
(Goalkeeper only)
Shooting: (dominant foot)
• Short and long range
Dribbling:
• Use of both feet • Close control
Heading
Tackling: • Block tackle, • Jockeying
Marking: • Player with the ball
Core Skills, (goal keeper) to include:
Ball Control:
• Using both feet
• Handling, catching, parrying, punching
Passing: (dominant foot)
• Short
• Clearance of back passes, goal kicks,
kicking from hands, throws

Topic: Football
GCSE Advanced Key Skills
Advanced skills, (all outfield positions) to include:
Ball Control using: • Using chest, thigh. Non dominant foot passing.
Dominant foot shooting: • Use of swerve • Volleys
Non dominant foot shooting
Dribbling: • Ability to beat opponents
Heading: • Defensive or attacking
Marking: • Player without the ball
Advanced skills, (goal keeper) to include:
Ball Control using: • Using chest, thigh
Clearance of back passes, (Non dominant foot)
Shot-stopping: • Defending penalties. • One-against-ones
Decision making and tactical awareness, to include:
• When to pass/shoot/dribble/tackle • Where to pass/shoot/dribble/tackle
• Which pass to make
Leadership in Football - Leadership will be continue to be an integral part of the Year 9 curriculum for
learners at WPS. Leadership might broadly be considered the behavioural process of influencing individuals
and groups towards set goals. In sport and exercise, leadership includes; making decisions, motivating
participants, giving feedback, establishing interpersonal relationships, and directing the group or team
confidently. Leadership will be developed in Football through learners taking on different roles such as;
coaches, umpires, motivators and organisers.

GCSE Decision making and tactical awareness, to include: • When to pass/shoot/block • Where to pass/shoot/block • Which pass to make • Awareness of the 2 on 1 rule and its
application to the game • Awareness of team strategies/tactics in both attacking and defending situations e.g. set piece plays, corners • Attacking positioning on the court
• Defensive positioning on the court • Defensive ploys – man to man marking, zonal marking • Awareness of strengths/weaknesses and actions of other players e.g. adopt a variety
of roles in attack and defence in the game • Awareness of the rules and regulations of the game and their application (including refereeing signals) • Positioning and organisation at
defensive set pieces, communication, command of area (Goalkeeper only)

Key Words
Offside – A player is in an offside position if: any part of the head, body or feet is in the
opponents' half (excluding the halfway line) and. any part of the head, body or feet is
nearer to the opponents' goal line than both the ball and the second-last opponent.
Man-marking – a defensive strategy where defenders are assigned
a specific opposition player to mark rather than covering an area of the pitch.
Zonal marking – a defensive strategy where defenders cover
an area of the pitch rather than marking a specific opponent.
Jockeying – (also called “shepherding” or "guiding") is the defender's skill of keeping
between the attacker and his or her intended target (usually the goal).
Positions – each of the 11 players on a team is assigned to a particular position on the
field of play. A team is made up of one goalkeeper and ten outfield players who fill various
defensive, midfield, and attacking positions depending on the formation deployed.

Home learning task
Subject: Year 9 PE
Task- Define the
following key terms
in the text
boxes provided;

Positions:

Man-marking:

Term: 1-2

Topic: Football

Jockeying:

Zonal marking:

Offside:

Subject: PE Year 8 or 9

Term: 1
Key Skills

• Motivational
• Inspirational
• Good communication
• Organisation
• Pro-active
• Integrity
• Honesty
• Trustworthy
• Builds relationships

Topic: Leadership
Roles within Leadership
Coach – helping and leading others during sessions.

Official – umpiring games/activities whilst consistently making the
correct decisions.
Analyst – Watching learners and giving feedback to improve their
performance.
Motivators – Ensuring learners are fully engaged in the activity and
encourage them to do their best and complete the activities.
Organisers – Setting up equipment for activities and planning
tournaments and games.

Leadership - Leadership will continue to be an integral part of the Year 9 curriculum for learners at WPS.
Leadership might broadly be considered the behavioural process of influencing individuals and groups towards
set goals. In sport and exercise, leadership includes; making decisions, motivating participants,
giving feedback, establishing interpersonal relationships, and directing the group or team confidently.
Leadership will be developed in Leadership through learners taking on different roles such as; coaches,
umpires, motivators and organisers.
Sports Leaders Programme at Wootton Park School
Do you think you have what it takes to be a Sports Leader at WPS? If so demonstrate your skills in leadership lessons and other sports within P.E lessons or enrichment clubs.
If successful you will have the chance to lead in sports events at school for younger year groups in the secondary phase and plan, organise events for the primary phase too.
Furthermore, WPS have established leadership links for Northamptonshire Sport and if successful learners will have the opportunity to lead within the county at events for primary
school learners in Northampton.

Key Words
Motivation

Inspiration

Motivation:
To be able to encourage
others to succeed.

Honesty:
be To be able to be open
to your group and have
trust amongst your
learners.

Communication

Inspiration:
To be able to boost
learners and get them to
do the best they can.

Organisation

Honesty

Communication:
be To be able to speak
confidently and clearly
to others.

Organisation:
To be able to plan an
effective session and
group learners correctly.

Subject: Year 9 PE

Term: 4

Key Skills
•
•
•
•
•
•

Running – short and long distances.
Team work – pairs and groups.
Determination – the desire to complete exercise and activities.
Resilience – the desire to keep on going.
Pulse rate – being able to take your pulse.
Heart rate – understanding maximum heart rate.

Websites, further reading and local information.
Components of fitness - https://www.brianmac.co.uk/conditon.htm
Effects of training and exercise http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/pe/exercise/2_exercise_effect
softraining_rev1.shtml
Northampton Park Run - http://www.parkrun.org.uk/northampton/

Topic: HRE
Health-related Exercise
The definition of health-related fitness involves exercise activities that you do in
order to try to improve your physical health and stay healthy, particularly in the
categories of cardiovascular endurance, muscular strength, flexibility, muscular
endurance and body composition.
Cardiovascular fitness is the ability to exercise the whole body for long periods of
time and is sometimes called stamina.
Muscular strength is the amount of force a muscle can exert against a resistance. It
helps sportspeople to hit, tackle and throw.
Muscular endurance is the ability to use voluntary muscles many times without
becoming tired. It helps sportspeople to sprint or repeat quick actions for longer.
Flexibility is the range of movement possible at a joint. It helps performers to
stretch and reach further.
Body composition is the percentage of body weight which is fat, muscle or bone. It
helps sportspeople depending on the type of sport they play, e.g. heavy rugby
players are more effective in the scrum than lightweight players, but light long
distance runners will always beat heavyweights.

Marathon WR holder – Eliud Kipchoge is a Kenyan long-distance runner
who competes in the marathon and formerly competed at the 5000 metre
distance. He is the world record holder in the marathon with a time of
2:01:39, set on 16 September 2018, at the 2018 Berlin Marathon. His run
broke the previous world record by 1 minute and 18 seconds. He has been
described as "the greatest marathoner of the modern era“.

Key Words
Cardiovascular Endurance

Muscular Strength

Muscular Endurance

Flexibility

Body Composition

Key Words
Cardiovascular Endurance – the ability to exercise the whole body for
long periods of time and is sometimes called stamina.

Muscular Strength – the amount of force a muscle can exert against a
resistance. It helps sportspeople to hit, tackle and throw.
Muscular Endurance – the ability to use voluntary muscles many
times without becoming tired. It helps sportspeople to sprint or
repeat quick actions for longer.
Flexibility – the range of movement possible at a joint. It helps
performers to stretch and reach further.
Body Composition – the percentage of body weight which is fat,
muscle or bone. It helps sportspeople depending on the type of sport
they play, e.g. heavy rugby players are more effective in the scrum
than lightweight players, but light long distance runners will always
beat heavyweights.

Home learning task
Subject: Year 9 PE
Task- Define the
following key terms
in the text
boxes provided;

Muscular Endurance:

Flexibility:

Term: 4

Topic: HRE

Muscular Strength:

Cardiovascular Endurance:

Body Composition:

